
With the P-XDJ-XZ NSE Plus from Zomo you get a solid flightcase for

the Pioneer XDJ-XZ Controller. Zomo completes with the P-XDJ-XZ

NSE Plus in the stylish NSE (= Night Style Edition) the product range

with a new flightcase. The stylish DJ Case is not only unbelievable

resistant but also completes every DJ everyday life without any

problems.In order to protect the DJ controller from damage, scratches

or other negative influences, the XDJ-XZ equipment case is equipped

with an excellent inner padding. Zomo equipment flightcases are

guaranteed to be suitable for touring and can handle roughest stage

applications.The robustly processed, laminated 9mm plywood makes

the P-XDJ-XZ NSE Plus Equipment Case very insensitive to

scratches and shocks. The especially strong, black lacquered

aluminium profiles and very stable ball corners guarantee a high

durability and provide for noble optical details.The helpful butterfly

latches ensure an extremely tight fit of the lid and easy unlocking and

locking. In addition, all NSE equipment cases are lockable with an

optional lock for extended protection and are also visually impressive.

The elegant design of the black NSE edition is stylish and definitely an

eye-catcher.Even when the DJ Gear is still inside the case, the front

panel can be removed quickly and easily before the gig. As a separate

accessory we have the ingenious Zomo EA-1 angle adapter on offer.

With this adapter you can plug in your headphones at the mixing desk

more easily.
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PRODUCT DETAILS

KEY FEATURES

Protects your equipment from damage and scratches

High quality workmanship

Very solid construction

Modern design

Practical storage for laptops

High quality processed interior padding

Rounded ball corners provide effective impact protection

Butterfly latches

Integrated handles and wheels for easy transport

Cover removable

SPECIFICATIONS

Suitable for 1x Pioneer XDJ-XZ

Pull-out shelf for 1x laptop up to 17 inch

Built-in outer material 9mm plywood

Colour Black NSE (Night Style Edition)

Weight 19.4 kg

External dimensions 968 (length) x 572 (width) x 220 (height) mm
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